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Remember: Printable versions to share found at https://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Greg Quinlan, Ctr for Garden State Families;
Report from NEA Convention

News From Around PA
Loretto Borough Council (Cambria County) has approved contracts totaling $101,422 for reconstruction of the Village Cross, originally built in 1917 at the entrance to Charles M. Schwab estate. It was destroyed by a drunk driver last year.

State College School District stonewalled parents who wanted to see the district’s sex-ed curriculum. After parents obtained legal counsel, the school allowed parents to see the curriculum; but some parents are skeptical as to whether it is all the material to which their children will be exposed.

Upper Darby (Delaware County) Mayor Micozzie has asked the township council to introduce an ordinance extending special rights to LGBTQ township employees.

Philly-based Comcast NBC Universal has donated $150,000 to the National LGBTQ Digital Archive Hub.

News From National Scene
Amazon now bans books that offer alternative views on homosexuality and LGBTQ activists deem offensive. These books include personal testimonies, religious texts, Reparative Therapy (Sexual Orientation Change Effort therapy), psychological research, and addiction recovery resources.

The American Psychological Association (APA) is putting together a task force to study “consensual non-monogamy” – polyamory. Those leading the study want to promote "awareness and inclusivity about consensual non-monogamy and diverse expressions of intimate relationships."

The City of Boston has allowed the flags of Communist China, Cuba and Turkey to fly over City Hall, and even allowed “pride” and transgender flags. However, for the second year in a row they have refused to allow the Christian flag to be flown on Constitution Day!!

California passed a resolution calling on religious leaders to affirm homosexuality and transgenderism and to accept that any effort to help those who are confused about their gender or have unwanted same-sex attraction do harm. The chaplain of Azusa Pacific University has "direct(ed) pastors and counselors to reject biblical views of sexuality and deny counseling for those struggling with unwanted same-sex attraction or gender confusion."

A three-judge panel of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously ruled against a Florida county’s prayer policy that bans atheists and other non-theists from offering prayers.
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